T H E C H R O N O L O G Y OF SHORT CROSS C L A S S la
MARTIN ALLEN

THE publication of the late John Brand's M.A. thesis on the Short Cross coinage has provided
a comprehensive review of the documentary evidence needed to attempt a reconstruction of
the chronology of class la. 1 In 1966 Brand, with F. Elmore Jones, made a major contribution
to this chronology by arguing that L.A. Lawrence's class la was in production at the
Winchester mint in July 1180,2 but it is possible to go much further in the investigation of the
subject.
R.W. Eyton was the first to note that the decision to issue a new coinage was taken at an
Oxford session of the Curia Regis, dated by him to c. January 1180: 'in assisa apud Oxoniam
quando consideratum fuit ut secunda moneta curreret'.3 Eyton did not give the source of this
quotation, but it has been found to be a charter cited in a legal dispute in 1208, which only
dates the Oxford Council to the twenty-sixth regnal year of Henry II (i.e. the year from 19
December 1179 to 18 December 1180).4 The Council must have occurred before Henry II's
departure to Normandy, dated by Eyton to c. 15 April 1180.5 Brand was undoubtedly correct
to infer that the Council probably met in February 1180, following J.H. Round's interpretation
of a fine of 11 February 1180, witnessed at Oxford by all of the king's principal justiciars and
four other justices. 6 A tentative dating of the Oxford decision to February 1180 would be
consistent with the departure of Richard of Ilchester, Bishop of Winchester, on an embassy to
King Louis VII of France on 5 March 1180.7 Bishop Richard's subsequent return with the
royal exchangers of Tours and Le Mans 8 provides evidence supporting D.F. Allen's
assumption that the preparation of the recoinage was one purpose of the visit, 9 and it is
relatively unlikely that the Oxford decision would have been made after the departure of a
man so prominent in Henry II's financial business. 10
The Oxford Council provides a probable terminus post quern of c. February 1180 for the
introduction of class la, and the Winchester fire discussed by Brand and Elmore Jones
provides a probable terminus ante quern. The Winchester Annals recorded a fire on the night
of St. Swithin's eve 1180, which burnt the mint (monetaria in Wintonia), and spread to the
greater and better part (majorem partem et meliorem) of the city.11 Brand and Elmore Jones
believed that the date intended by the Winchester Annals was the night of 1/2 July 1180,12 but
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it might also have been 14/15 July. 1 3 They proposed that Lawrence's class la was in
production in Winchester before the fire, and that the Wilton mint was a temporary
replacement for the Winchester mint after the fire, using dies brought from Winchester.
Evidence provided by the application of the revised definition and new subdivisions of class
la introduced in this volume by Jeffrey Mass requires a re-examination of these proposals. 14
All of the five new subdivisions of class la were produced in both Winchester and Wilton
(with the single exception of class Ia3 at Wilton), and the class Ial reverse die of the moneyer
Rodbert with an unaltered Wilton mint-signature is earlier than his two dies altered from WIN
to WIL (which are attributable to class Ia2 and class Ia4 or a later variety, respectively).15 The
supply of the class Ial reverse die of Rodbert, and the opening of the Wilton mint, evidently
preceded the apparent disruption of the activity of the Winchester mint associated with the fire
by Brand and Elmore Jones. The disruption, if it was a single event, almost certainly occurred
during the production of class Ia2: the three obverse dies apparently transferred from
Winchester to Wilton were of classes Ial and Ia2, and the Winchester moneyer Henri is only
known from a reverse die of class Ia2. 16 It cannot be demonstrated that the fire directly caused
the alteration of Rodbert's class Ia2 reverse die, the apparent transfer of dies, or the
termination of the coinage of Henri, but the cumulative evidence for a fire-related disruption
at the Winchester mint during the supply of class Ia2 dies is strong.
Brand and Elmore Jones's assumption that the Wilton moneyers Osber and Rodbert were
also moneyers in Winchester may be justifiable, although only Rodbert is known to have used
Winchester reverse dies altered for use in Wilton. The 1183/4 Pipe Roll recorded a debt of two
marks owed by 'Osbertus monetarius de Wilton'', for the use of the mint building (domus) in
Winchester 'where the moneyers work' (ubi monetarii operantur).}1 It might be concluded
that 'Osbertus' worked as a moneyer in Winchester as well as in Wilton, although this
conclusion seems to be contradicted by the expansion of the Winchester moneyer's name to
'Osbern' on a class Ial reverse die. 18 It is possible that either this reverse die or the Pipe Roll
recorded the name incorrectly.19
One or more of the exchangers associated with Winchester during the introduction of the
Short Cross coinage may also have operated in Wilton, although none of the relatively
plentiful Pipe Roll references to the costs of exchanging name Wilton. 20 The Winchester mint
and exchange may have had a subsidiary operation in Wilton, unparalleled in 1180, as part of
Winchester's central role in the organization of the recoinage.21 The Hampshire account in the
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1179/80 Pipe Roll, evidently with reference to Winchester, records the sending of treasure to
various places to make the (new) money {ad faciendum (novam) monetam), and the despatch
of materials to the mints or moneyers of England (monetariis Anglie).22 The same roll also
records the sending of dies from Winchester to Oxford and Northampton, and back to
Winchester, 23 which caused Brand to suggest plausibly that dies were being made in
Winchester.24
The opening of the Wilton mint might possibly have been prompted by Wilton's status as an
important royal borough. 25 If the absence of explicit documentary references to exchanging in
Wilton was caused by an actual absence of paid exchangers, it is conceivable that the mint was
primarily for the king's use, sharing moneyers with another royal centre (namely,
Winchester). 26 D.F. Allen suggested that the Oxford mint was not associated with any
exchangers, because it was opened during the recoinage to provide the king with new
money. 27
After the Winchester fire the next, problematic, evidence for the chronology of class la is
provided by the coins and documented activities of Philip Aimer. This important exchanger
and moneyer, described as a native of Tours (natione Turonicus) by Ralph de Diceto, 28 was
probably the exchanger of Tours who accompanied Richard of Ilchester on his return to
England in the summer of 1180. Eyton believed that Bishop Richard remained in Normandy
until July, witnessing a charter dated by Eyton to c. July 1180.29 Brand was probably correct to
assume that Philip Aimer's arrival, and hence his coins, should be dated after the Winchester
fire. 30 The class Ial reverse die of 'Aimer' recorded by Mass 31 was almost certainly supplied
to Philip's son before the fire, 32 and the earliest of Philip's own 'Fii Aimer' reverse dies,
attributable to class Ia3, 3 3 were probably supplied between the fire and about the end of
August. Philip's first dated period of payment as an exchanger began on 29 August 1180,34
and his class Ia3 reverse dies may have been provided at about that time, to convert some or
all of the silver he received into the new money. Certainly, the payment of melters (fusores)
from dates in September at two places where exchangers were paid from 29 August 35 is
consistent with the conversion of accumulated silver after an initial period of using a 'float'. 36
It is possible that Philip received his class Ia3 dies after August 1180, but a tentative date of c.
July/August for the production of class Ia3 dies would be compatible with evidence discussed
below.
The first dated payment of Philip Aimer was part of a series of payments to twelve
exchangers from 29 or 31 August to 6 October 1180, recorded in the 1179/80 Pipe Roll. These
payments may relate to the first period of a new system of exchanging, following the arrival of
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Philip, who took up the management of the recoinage (nummismatis innovandi procurationem
suscepit), according to Diceto. 37 Before this period ordinary moneyers may have been allowed
to exchange the products of their own dies, as they had done before the recoinage. 38
None of the dated payments of 29/31 August to 6 October were specifically stated to be for
exchanging in a particular place, but five centres of exchanging can be identified (leaving the
possible activities of exchangers in Wilton as a matter of speculation): London, Exeter,
Northampton, Winchester and York. The payments in the accounts of the honour of
Berkhamstead, and London and Middlesex,39 were almost certainly for exchanging in London,
and there was a separate undated payment to Philip Aimer explicitly for that purpose (ad
faciendum cambium Regis apud Lond').40 The Devon payment and associated costs of
exchanging are immediately followed in the roll by expenses incurred in Exeter Castle,41 and
treasure was sent to Exeter to make the (new) money (ad monetam faciendum).*2 The
exchangers paid in the Northamptonshire account 43 received an undated payment in another
account, stated to be for the exchangers of Northampton (cambitoribus Regis de Norh').44 Brand
believed that the payment of Brunus Burdin and Mansellus in the Hampshire account45 was for
exchanging in Lincoln, because the 1180/1 Pipe Roll recorded that they took treasure from
Northampton to Lincoln,46 but J.H. Round more plausibly suggested that they were employed in
Winchester. 47 There were undated payments for exchanging in Winchester (ad faciendum
cambium Regis apud Wintoniam) in other accounts 4 8 Finally, the Yorkshire payment is followed
in the roll by exchanging expenses which include the cost of transporting treasure to York 4 9
The five securely identified places of exchange of the 29/31 August to 6 October 1180
payments correspond with five of the six places of production of class la, as it has been
redefined, and with none of the mints subsequently opened for the production of class lb (i.e.
Carlisle, Lincoln, Oxford and Worcester). Class lb mints could have operated without having
exchanging costs recorded in the 1179/80 Pipe Roll, but it may be suggested that class lb was
not yet in production on 6 October 1180.
There is a significant gap in the recorded payments to exchangers between 6 October and 11
(or, in one case, 12) November 1180. In the 1180/1 Devon account 11 November was called
the day on which exchanging (or the local exchange at Exeter) began (quo cambium incepit).50
Brand and Elmore Jones were right to caution that the Pipe Rolls probably only provide an
incomplete record of the exchangers' fees,51 but the gap evidently indicates a real cessation of
the exchangers' work. During this period of inactivity the exchanges were reorganized. When
the payments resume several exchangers seem to have moved, 52 four previously unrecorded
exchangers' names appear, 53 and new exchanges in Nottingham, Norwich and Worcester seem
to have been added to the five reliably identified for the earlier dated payments.
A payment to exchangers for the period 11 November 1180 to 12 April 1181 in the 1180/1
Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire account 54 was referred to Lincoln by Brand, 55 but it is part of
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a set of cambium expenses preceded and followed in the roll by other expenses incurred in
Nottingham. There are payments elsewhere in the 1180/1 roll for the taking of treasure to
Nottingham for exchanging there (ad faciendum (ibi) cambium).56 Payments to Philip Aimer
in the 1179/80 Norfolk and Suffolk account ad faciendum cambium51 need not have been for
exchanging in Norwich, but payments for 11 November 1180 to 12 April 1181 in the
following year's Norfolk and Suffolk account 58 may well have been. These 1180/1 payments
are followed in the roll by the cost of carrying treasure, ad faciendum cambium and sent to
London on many occasions (missi Lond' multis vicibus),59 suggesting that an exchange in
Norwich was supplied with new money and repeatedly sent old money or other silver
exchanged to London in return. Payments for 11 November 1180 to 24 December 1180, 11
November 1180 to 12 April 1181 and 12 April 1181 to 29 September 1181 in the
Worcestershire account, with payments for the carriage of treasure to and from Worcester ad
cambium faciendum,60 indicate the existence of an exchange in Worcester.
Exchanging could have begun in Worcester without the opening of a mint, as seems to have
occurred in Nottingham and Norwich. However, it may be suggested that the Worcester mint
probably began its production of class lb in November 1180, as part of a reorganization of
exchanging and minting associated with the prohibition of the old (Cross-and-Crosslets or
Tealby) money, from 11 November 1180, recorded by 'Benedict of Peterborough' and Diceto.61
There is no convincing evidence for the existence before 11 November of any of the mints
starting production with class lb. The reference to the sending of dies from Winchester to
Oxford and then Northampton, and back to Winchester, in the Pipe Roll compiled after
Michaelmas (29 September) 1180,62 does not necessarily imply the existence or imminence of
minting in Oxford. 63 Similarly, the sending of treasure to Worcester for an unspecified
purpose, also recorded in the 1179/80 roll, 64 does not have to be interpreted as evidence of the
establishment of a mint before 11 November. It is probable that production of class lb dies
began between the end of the first period of employment of exchangers at class Ia mintingplaces on 6 October, and the opening of new exchanges on 11 November.
The evidence discussed so far, and some tentative inferences, can be conveniently
summarized in a table.
Dates

(in

1180)

Evidence/Events

c. February
c. February-July

Council of Oxford

1/2 or 14/15 July
July (?)—29 August
29 August-6 October

Winchester fire
Arrival of Philip Aimer
First period of exchangers
at Ia minting-places
No dated payments to
exchangers
Second period of exchangers
begins; probable exchange
and mint in Worcester

6 October-11 November
11 November

Inferences
Ial introduced, and superseded by

Ia2

Ia2 in production in Winchester
Ia3 introduced July or August?
Ia3, Ia4, or Ia5 dies in production
6 October
lb introduced during a reorganization
of exchanges
lb in production
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The numbers of obverse dies found by Mass may provide some equivocal evidence for a
refinement of the chronology. Dies could have been supplied and used at widely fluctuating
rates during 1180, but the potential evidence of numbers of dies must still be considered. Mass
has recorded 31 obverse dies of class Ial, 34 of Ia2, only 3 of Ia3, and 42 of Ia4. 65 He has
identified at least 17 Ia3 reverse dies, but it may be tentatively suggested that Ia3 was of
relatively short duration, and that the other types may have had longer, very approximately
equal durations. A speculative chronology consistent with Mass's statistics and the other
evidence discussed may have some limited usefulness.
Classification
Ial
Ia2
Ia3
Ia4
Ia5

of Dies

Tentative

Dating

of Die-Production

(in

c. May/Iune-Iune/July
c. June/July-July/August
c. July/August
c. July/August-September/October
c. September/October-October/November

Pipe Roll references to exchangers' salaries indicate that the recoinage was substantially
completed by Easter (28 March) 1182, and the last dated payment to an exchanger ended at
Michaelmas 1182. 66 If, following my tentative chronology, about three to five months are
allowed for the production of a minimum of 111 obverse dies of classes Ial to Ia4 (the total
number of dies recorded by Mass), the minimum number of obverse dies required for
approximately two years of recoinage might be estimated to have been between c. 533
(24/5x111) and c. 888 (24/3x111). These speculative calculations depend upon the assumption
that the rate of die-production was constant, but the rate may have increased when mints were
opened for the production of class lb, and decreased towards the end of the recoinage.
Nevertheless, it is instructive to compare my estimates with D.M. Metcalf's partly conjectural
estimate of the number of obverse dies used to produce the Cross-and-Crosslets coinage
(1,044). 67 It can be assumed that some of the Cross-and-Crosslets money produced since 1158
would no longer have been available for recoinage in 1180 or later, 68 reducing the potential
need for Short Cross dies, but the minting of imported silver and other bullion would have had
a contrary effect on the consumption of dies. Thus it is quite possible that between c. 533 and
c. 888 obverse dies, or slightly more, would have been required to coin the old money and
other silver offered at the exchanges during two years of recoinage. It may be concluded that
the proposed tentative chronology is consistent with the evidence of die statistics, although it
must be acknowledged that this evidence is too speculative to be decisive.
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